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11 is proved that every finit,.ly presented group .':.an be embedded in a group with twenty-one 
defining relations. 
The immediate consequence of the well-known theorem of Higman [5] is that 
there exist universal finitely presented (f.p.) groups, i.e. groups in which every f.p. 
group (and consequently every recursively presented group) can be embedded. In 
[8] we have presented generators and defining relations for one such group (this 
gro,.~p U, has forty-two defining relations) and remarked that there exists a 
universal group U2 with twenty-seven defining relations (earlier in [9] we have 
announced somewhat weaker. ~ Jults ~. Some later in [2) Boone and Collins proved 
that every f.p. group can be embedded in a group with twenty-six defining relation:; 
In their proof a modification i:~ used of the proof of the Higman's theorem b,, 
Aanderaa [1]. The Aanderaa's proof is rather dose to our proof in [8], however it i~; 
obtained independently and differs from our proof in essential details. In this pape" 
we shall prove the following assertion. 
Theorem 1.1. Every ~.p. group can be eml~,.dded in a group with twenty-one 
defining relations. 
The proof of this theorem is fairly close to the arguments ketched in [8] and is 
essentially a modification of the unpublish~:d proof of the existence of the 
abovementioned universal gro,Jp U:. 
Using this theorem and relations of the group U, a presentation with twenty-one 
defining relations for a universal group can be deduced in principle, however c,:l,e 
defining relation of this presentation occurs to be too lengthy and cannot t:,e 
presented cxrlicitly. This is connected with the use of the construction of 
Matijasevic [7] in our proof (this note concerns the group U2 and the construction 
of [2] as well). 
Our proof has few stages, l~a particular, we shall prove at the beginning that every 
f.p. group can be embedded in a group with thirty-five defining relations. Then the 
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construction ~,iil be completed by the application of variants of Theorem 2 from [3] 
to the group obtained. 
. 
Let us int,roduce some notations. By w(a~, a, . , . . . ) ,  v(a, ,  a2 . . . .  ) , . . .  we denote 
words in generators a,, a2, . . . .  A group given on generators a~, a..,.., with defining 
relations Rz = R2 = •-" = 1 we denote by (a~, a~,...; R, = R2 = " • = 1). Sometimes 
we shall omit the definir~g relations in this exprc~.ssion. Equality of words in n group 
A is denoted by =A. Let B be the group obtained from a group A by adding a 
l,enerator b and relations cb = hi(c), c in C, where i is an isomorphism of the 
subgroup C of A with some other subgroup of A Then b is called a regular 
transitive letter over A. For P. we have the following lemma which shall be 
frequenqy used (a simple proof of this lemma is sketched in [8]). 
Lemtmi 2,1. (Britton [4]). I f  w is a word in B and w =~ 1, then either w is a word in 
A and w =^ 1 or else w contains a subword ofone ofthe forms b-'cb, bi(c)b -~, c in C. 
If w contains a subword of the forms indicated in Lemma 2.1 then we say that w 
is Britton b-reducible. From Lemma 2.1 it follows easily that A is embedded in B. 
. 
We begin the'. proof of our theorem. Let H be a f.p. group. We first note (see [8]) 
that using Theorem IV of Lyndon [6] H can be embedded in a t.p. group G with 
two generators g~, g2 and defining relations which are word~ in positive powers of 
g,, g~. We denote by Q the semigroup with generators g~, g2 and the same defining 
relations as for G and by R the set of words equal to identity in Q. 
Giiven Q we may construct asemig:roup S on generators s~, s~ with three defining 
reIations and moreover words §~, g2, P of S such that 
(a) v(7.. 'r b) =°  1 iff v(g,,  g2)P =sP ;  
(b) if v(s , , s : )p=sp,  then v is identical with a word in generators ~J, gz. 
The construction of S ma) be obtained with the help of some or other 
modification of the construction of [7] (f.E., as in [2]; then the words gt, g2, P shall 
have the forms(s~ ~ 2 ., t, ~ 4 ,-t s2) s~s2s,, (s,s,)2s~s,si_ . .... (s~s:.) s,s,~s, s.2', where r, t are appro- 
priate natural numbers). 
. 
Let E, = F,, i = 1,2,3, be ,defining relations for S. We apply now to S the 
construction of Theorem 1 of [3] in the form modified as in [8]. The:n we obtain the 
group K with generators ~, s,, c, d, e, f, t, k and defining relation., 
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(1-6) 
(7-9) 
(io-13) 
(14) 
(15-16) 
d4s, = $,d, es~ = s,e ~ cs, = s,c, where i = 1,2" 
d 'cd 'E ,  = F,e'ce ', where i = 1,2,3; 
cf = fc, d[ = fd, ct = tc, et = tf 'el; 
et f -  ' e -  ' /k = k ett-  ' e ' f ; 
ck = kc, dk = kd. 
. 
We denote by L and T ti,c grouF with the generators s , . s . . , c ,d ,e , f , t  and 
relations (1-13) and the word Pf f - 'P ' f  respectively. Moreover, let A,B  be the 
subgroups (g,, .~,., Pt, f- 's~f, f s.,]), (~ .  ~2,f. T)  of L respectively. For L we have 
the following: 
Lemma 5.1. 
! - I  - (T ,c ,d )NA =(w(:,~.:,,.)Tf- w (g,,g~.)f/w(g,,g~)E R)  
=(r,c,d)nB. 
The proof of the second equality ~f this lemma is analogous to the proof of 
Lemma 6 in [2]. The proof of the first :quation is somewhat more complicated arid 
we restrict ourself to its proof. 
Proof. The inclusion from right to left may be proved easily. Consider the rever~e 
inclusion. 
Suppose that w=tu,  where w has the form w.(Pt)q'w,(Pt)~:w2 . . .  w~,(Pt)o-w,~,  
where q, = +- 1, w, in (~ , /~: , f ' s  f , f"s~_f),  and u has the form uoT"u , . . ,  u~ ~T'.u,, 
where r, = _+ 1, u, in (c, d). 
It is easy to see that t may be considered as the regular transitive letter in L. 
Moreover, simple arguments how that w and u may be considered as Britton 
t-reducible. Hence we obtain by application of Lemma 2.1 that m = n and q, = r,. 
for all i. 
The following proof is conducted by induction on m. If m = 0, then it is easy t.~ 
see that w=u=l .  
Suppose now that m~ 0. Consider the case q~ = -1  only (the case q , -  + 1 
being analogous). From Lemma 2.! we obtain that the subword two- 'u , , f ' P f i '  in 
the word w tu must be Britton t-reducible. Thus there exists a word v , , (c . f 'e f )  
such that 
Wo = uof-' Pfvo = [- 'Uo(C, d ) Puo(C, e )f. 
Considering f as the regular transitive letter in (st, s:, c, d, e, f )  we obtain frow 
Lemma 2.1 the equality wo = f Jw:~(s~.,s2)f. and, consequently, w;,= 
uo(c, d)Pvo(c, e). If w ~, is reduced, then it follows from Lemma 4 of [3] (to be more 
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exact, t'rom the proof of this lemma rat~er than from the lemma itself) that w,', is the 
,_sp. The equality w = u may be rewritten word in positive powers of s,, s2 and wo- 
as 
w;,e-'w,(Pt)*'-w.. " " (Pt)q'wm = UoU, Tq~u2 "" " Tq'u,,, 
(so far as w,,t'w~, - t= uo]:-~P[t-~P"uo'). Therefore the induction argument would 
be completed by the application of the assertions (a) and (b) from Section 3, ~.f we 
had shown that w,', had the form wgP. 
Consider the case q2 = + 1 (the second case being analogous). Applying Lemma 
2.1 agaiin, we obtain the equality w,;P-twtP = v, where v is a reduced word in 
positive powers of ss, s.. which is equal to P in S (we note that wt must be a 
nonempty word in g~,g2; we consider w, as reduced in these generators). In the 
word obtained after all possible reductions of the word P"w,P  there remains at 
least one letter for every occurrence of ~enerators g,. Therefore w, must have the 
form w i,'wt2, where w~,, w,2 are words in positive powers of g,. If w~, # 1, then ,,e 
obtain easily that w~ has the form t,~;P (taking into consideration the form of tke 
words g,. g:, P). If w,, = 1, then t, has the form v'P and the assertions (a) and (b) 
from Section 3 show that woP w~ is equal to a word in postdve powers of g, Hence 
we obtain easily that w~, has the for~ wgP. The proof of Lemma 5.1 is concluded. 
. 
IE:rc.m Lemma 5.1 we may obtain the following, important for the remaining 
assertions (C denotes the subgroup (A, k - 'Bk)  of K). 
Lemma 6.1. I[ w (g,, g2)= o 1, the,.t 
k-'w(g,, g )TF'w(g,. = "w(b, b)TF' 
Praof. This follows immediat.ely from Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 6.2. Supi~se that w is a word in C and w'(gt, g2) is the projection of w onto 
the alphabet o[ generatots gt, g.. Then, if w =x 1, then w'(g~,g,.) =~ 1. 
Proof. It is not diff, cult to show that the subgroup (st, s2,j', t) of K is free in the 
indicated ge~l, erate.~'s. Hence we easily obtain the assertion of Lemma 6.2 for the 
case, w in A. If w contains occurrences of k, then by Lemma 2.1 w must contain a 
subword of the form k quk -q, q = +_ 1, where u is equal to a word in (T, c, d). Let u' 
be the projection of u onto the alphabet of the generators g~. By Lemma 5.1 u 
belongs to the subgroup 
(wig,, g2)',V-'w-'(g,, b)/'/w (g,, g:) R) 
a.~d, conseqaently, u'(gl, g2~ = o 1. 
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Let v be the word obtained from w bv Britt.:m k-reduction of the indicated 
subword and v'be the projection of v onto(~,~: ~.v' may be obtained from w'by 
inserting (in the case q = - 1) or deleting (if q :- + 1) of the subword u'. Thus, 
w'(gt, g2):-- 61 if[ v'(g,, g2) = '~ 1. Now 0 contains the smaller number of occurrences 
of the generator k. Thus l.emn a 6.2 is proved. 
. 
In this section we apply to the group K, the slightly modified concluding 
arguments ot the proof of Theorem 1 in [5] (pp 474--475). 
First we consider the group M obtained from the free product of the groups K 
and G by adding defining relations 
(17-26) s,g~ = g,s,, fg, = g,f, tg, = g,t, kgj = glk, where i, j = 1,2. 
'From Lemma 6.2 it follows that the mapping of the subgroup C of M onto the 
subgroup C' =(glgi,~,2g,_,Pt, f -~s~f,f~ls,. f ,k-~Bk) defined by the mapping of 
generators in the indicateci order is isomorphism. ]Itfollows that the group M (and, 
consequently, the group G) is embedded in the group N obtained from M by 
adding a generator l and defining relations 
(27-28) g, l=lg,  g,, i=1 ,2 ;  
(29-35) hi = lh, where h E (Pt, f-ls~f, f-'s2f, k- 'Bk) .  
From Lemma 6.1 it follows that the relations of G may be deduced from the 
defining relations (1-35). 
Remark. The group G is also embedded in the groap N' with twenty-nine defining 
relations which can be obtained from N by deleting defining relations (21-26). Our 
theorem can also be proved using the grour~ N', however it will be more convenient 
for us later on to work with N. 
. 
We now come to the concluding part of our construction which consists of the 
subsequent applications to N of variants of Theorem 2 in [3]. 
We first prove the following 
Lemnm 8.1. (a) .The subgroup (k-"fk,  f - ls , f , / - 's2f ,  Pt) of N is free in indicated 
gel~-.~'...!, tor$ ; 
(b) The ~:ubgroups (c,g,, 1) and (c, g2, ,t) of N are free in indicated generators; 
f ~'-l, Pt)= '~1 thenu= 1 andv  . /k. f  s,f. - ' - "  N ,~ (c) tf u(c g. l)t,(k " - '  , = I 
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Proof. The assertion (a) follow~ easily firom the fact that (st, s2,.f, t) is a free 
subgroup of N. 
For Iihe proof of (b) and (c) we first note :that he subgroups (c, gt) and (c, g2) are 
free in N. For,. if w(c,g, )  =N 1, then w = 1 in the free product of the groups (c) and 
G. The desired assertion follows now from the fact that c, g~, g2 are elements of the 
infinite order in N. 
Now i~et us prove (b). Suppose ~that w(c, g,, 1)= ~' I, and w contains a subword of 
the form iutc'.g,)l -~, where u is equai to  a word v from C' (the case when w 
contaias a subword l - 'ul ,  u in C, being analogo:.~s). From the relations (17-26) it 
follows~ that v = vtv2, where v~ in C. Hence the c-projection of u must be equal to 
v, in the direct product of K and G. It follows easily that vt = 1. Then, because C 
and C' are isomorphic, we obtain that v = 1. This concludes the proof of the 
assertion that (c, g,, 1) is free. Tlae proofs of the other assertions of the lemma are 
quite analogous and shall be omitted. 
. 
For the convenience we indicated separately the following relations of N: (1) 
gh = hg, where g in (c, g,, g2, l), h in (k -'[k, f- 'st[,  [-'s2[, Pt), (2) ck = ~c, d[ = [d. 
The simple calculations how that these relations may be taken as defining 
relations of N instead the relations (5-6), (10-12), (15), (17-24), (29-32). 
Using the assertions (a) and (c) of Lemma 8.1 we can embed the group N in the 
group N, obtained from N by zdding a generator a and relations: 
(i) ag = ga, where g in (c, g,, g:, l); 
(ii) a 'k 'i~a = f-tsar, a - ' f  's~fa = f - ts2f  , a '[ 's2fa = Pt. 
It is not difficult to see that the generators s,, s2, t in Nt may be exp,essed with the 
he~p of relations (ii) in terms of other generators and may be deleted. The relation:% 
(1) different from the relations ch = hc may be deleted as well. Thus, the group N3 
may be represented by l!wenty-seven defining relations. 
IO. 
Using the assertion (c) of Lemma 8.1 and Lemma 2.1 it is easy to prove the 
following assertion: if u(c, g,,g2,1)= N, v (a ,k ' [k ) ,  then u =N, l and v =s, I. From 
this assertion and the assertion (b) of Lemma 8.1 we deduce that Ni may be 
embedded in a group N: by adding a generator b and relations: ab = ba, 
k ' fkb = bk ljk, g,b = M, ;b = bc, cb -: b g2. 
Deleting as above the generators g~.g2,1 and relatio.o gh = hg, where g in 
(a ,k ' fk ) ,  h in ~l. gz~g2), we obtain t h,: presentation for N2 with twenty-three 
defining relations. 
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I1. 
Let us indicate separately the following relations of N:: k 'fkg = gk '[k, where g 
in (c,d,  b), ch = he, where h E (a, k). It is obvious that the relation fd = df may be 
deduced from the relations k-~fkd = dk tfk, kd = dk. 
It is not difficult to see that (c ,d )  and (d ,b)  are free in N:. For (c, d) this is 
obvious. For (d, b) this may be deduced from Lemma 2. l and the fact that no word 
in (d) is equal to a word in (a, k- '[k,g~, g:, l. c). Then introducing a new generator 
m and relations mk ~fk = ~:-~fkm, cm = rod, dm = rob. we obtain the group N, 
with twenty-two defining relations, three of which have the form ch = he, where h 
in (a,f, k). 
The subgroups (f, k) and (a, k ) are free k[ence acting as above we may obtain a 
group with twenty-one defining relations which contains the group G. This 
concludes the proof of our theorem. 
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